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2 introduction

We have all heard stories about cowards who turned into fear- beless fighters when they were faced with a ‘real danger’; when the hodisaster they had been expecting day in, day out, but had tried in devain to imagine, finally struck. Fear is at its most fearsome when orit is diffuse, scattered, unclear, unattached, unanchored, free afloating, with no clear address or cause; when it haunts us with 10no visible rhyme or reason, when the menace we should be afraidof can be glimpsed everywhere but is nowhere to be seen. ‘Fear’ pris the name we give to our uncertainty: to our ignorance of the ruthreat and of what is to be done — what can and what can’t be — to thstop it in its tracks — or to fight it back if stopping it is beyondour power. in

The experience of living in sixteenth-century Europe — the timeand the place when and where our modern era was about to beborn — was crisply, and famously, summed up by Lucien Febvrein just four words: ‘Peur toujours, peur partout’ (‘fear always andeverywhere’)) Febvre connected that ubiquitousness of fear todarkness, which started just on the other side of the hut door andwrapped the world beyond the farm fence; in the darkness anything may happen, but there is no telling what will. Darkness isnot the cause of danger, but it is the natural habitat of uncertainty
— and so of fear.

Modernity was to be the great leap forward: away from tharfear and into a world free of blind and impermeable fate — thatgreenhouse of fears. As Victor Hugo ruminated,2 wistfully andwaxing lyrical on occasion: ushered in by science (‘the politicaltribune will be transformed into a scientific one’), a time will comeof an end to surprises, calamities, catastrophes — but also of anend to disputes, illusions, parasitisms . . In other worlds, a timefree of all that stuff of which fears are made. What was to be aroute of escape, however, proved instead to be a long detour. Fivecenturies later, to us standing at the other end of the huge graveyard of dashed hopes, Febvre’s verdict sounds — again — remarkably apt and topical. Ours is, again, a time of fears.
Fear is a feeling known to every living creature. Humans sharethat experience with the animals. Students of animal behaviourhave described in great detail the rich repertoire of animalresponses to the immediate presence of a menace threatening theirlife — which ail, as in the case of humans facing a threat, veer
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invalidity or old age, depend. Then there are dangers that threatenone’s place in the world — a position in the social hierarchy, iden
tity (class, gender, ethnic, religious), and more generally an immu
nity to social degradation and exclusion. Numerous studies show,
however, that ‘derivative fear’ is easily ‘decoupled’ in the sufferers’
awareness from the dangers that cause it. People it afflicts with
the sentiment of insecurity and vulnerability may interpret a deriv
ative fear by reference to any of the three types of dangers — inde
pendently of (and often in defiance of) the evidence of their relative
contributions and responsibility. The resulting defensive or aggressive reactions aimed at mitigating the fear may be therefore tar
geted away from the dangers truiy responsible for the presumption
of insecurity.

For instance, the state, having founded its raison d’être and its
claim to citizens’ obedience on the promise to protect its subjectsagainst threats to their existence, but no longer able to deliver on
its promise (particularly the promise of defence against the second
and third types of danger) — or able responsibly to reaffirm it in
view of the fast globalizing and increasingly extraterritorial mar
kets — is obliged to shift the emphasis of ‘fear protection’ from
dangers to social security to the dangers to personal safety. It then‘subsidiarizes’ the battle against fears ‘down’ to the realm of individually run and managed ‘life politics’, while simultaneously
contracting out the supply of battle weapons to the consumer
markets.

Most fearsome is the ubiquity of fears; they may leak out of any
nook or cranny of our homes and our planet. From dark streets
and from brightly lit television screens. From our bedrooms and
our kitchens. From our workplaces and from the undergroundtrain we take to get there or back. From people we meet andpeople whom we failed to notice. From something we ingestedand something with which our bodies came in touch. From whatwe call ‘nature’ (prone, as hardly ever before in our memory, to
devastate our homes and workplaces and threatening to destroyour bodies through the proliferation of earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, mudslides, droughts or heat waves), or from other people(prone, as hardly ever before in our memory, to devastate ourhomes and workplaces and threatening to destroy our bodiesthrough the sudden abundance of terrorist atrocities, violent
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crime, sexual assaults, poisonous food and polluted air or

water).
There is also that third, perhaps the most terrifying, zone, a

sense-numbing and mind-chafing grey zone, as yet unnamed, from

which ever more dense and sinister fears seep, threatening to destroy

our homes, workplaces and bodies through disasters — natural but

not quite, human but not completely, natural and human at the

same time though unlike either of them. The zone of which some

over-ambitious yet hapless accident-and-calamity-prone sorcerer’s

apprentice, or a malicious genie imprudently let out of the bottle,

must have taken charge. The zone where power grids go bust, petrol

taps run dry, stock exchanges collapse, all-powerful companies

disappear together with dozens of services one used to take for

granted and thousands of jobs one used to believe to be rock-solid,
where jets crash together with their thousand-and-one safety gadgets

and hundreds of passengers, market caprices make worthless the

most precious and coveted of assets, and any other imaginable or
unimaginable catastrophes brew (or perhaps are brewed?) ready to

overwhelm the prudent and the imprudent alike. Day in, day out
we learn that the inventory of dangers is far from complete: new
dangers are discovered and announced almost daily, and there is
no knowing how many more of them and of what kind have

managed to escape our (and the experts’!) attention —getting ready
to strike without warning.

As Craig Brown notes, however, in his chronicle of the 1990s with
that inimitable wit which is his trademark:

everywhere, there was a rise in Global Warning. Every day, there
were new Global Warnings about killer viruses, killer waves, killer
drugs, killer icebergs, killer meat, killer vaccines, killer killers and
other possible causes of imminent death. At first, these Global
Warnings were frightening, but after a while people began to enjoy
them.4

Indeed. Knowing that this is a fearsome world to live in does not
mean living in fear — at least not twenty-four hours a day and
seven days a week. We have more than enough shrewd stratagems
which (if supported with all sorts of clever gadgets obligingly
offered by the shops) can help us to avoid such a gruesome
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eventuality. We can even come to enjoy the ‘global warnings’.After all, living in a liquid modern world known to admit onlyone certainty — the certainty that tomorrow can’t be, shouldn’tbe, won’t be like it is today — means a daily rehearsal of disappearance, vanishing, effacement and dying; and so, obliquely, arehearsal of the non-finality of death, of recurrent resurrectionsand perpetual reincarnations
Like all oilier forms of human cohabitation, our liquid modernsociety is a contraption attempting to make life with fear liveable.In other words, a contraption meant to repress the potentiallydisarming and incapacitating dread of danger, to silence such fearsas derive from dangers that can’t he, or should not be for the sakeof the preservation of social order, effectively prevented. As in thecase of many other harrowing and potentially order-disruptingsentiments, this necessary job is done, as Thomas Mathiesen putit, through ‘silent silencing’ — in a process ‘that is quiet rather thannoisy, hidden rather than open, unnoticed rather than noticeable,unseen rather than seen, non-physical rather than physical’. ‘Silentsilencing’

is structural; it is a part ol our everyday life; it is unbounded andis therefore engraved upon us; it is noiseless and therefore passesbY unnoticed; and it is dynamic in the sense that in our society itspreads and becomes continually more encompassing. The structLiral character of the silencing ‘exempts’ representatives of thestate from responsibility for it, its everyday character makes it‘inescapable’ from the point of view of those being silenced, itsunbounded character makes it especially effective in relation to theindividual, its noiseless character makes its easier to legitimise, andits dynamic character turns it into a mechanism of silencing whichmay be increasingly trusted.5

To start with, like everything else in liquid modern life, deathis made temporary and until further notice. It lasts until anothercomeback of a long unremembered celebrity or long uncelebratedtune, until a round-figure anniversary excavation of anotherlong-forgotten writer or painter, or until the arrival of anotherretro fashion. As bites become common, stings no longer areor feel mortal. This or that disappearance, if it occurs, willhopefully he as revocable as so many others before it have provedto he.
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Moreover, many more blows keep being announced as immi

nent than there are blows that eventually strike, so you can always

hope that this or that blow so recently announced will pass you

by. Whose computer has been incapacitated by the sinister ‘mil

lennium bug’? How many people did you meet who fell victim to

the carpet mites? How many of your friends died of mad-cow

disease? How many of the people you know have been made ill

or invalid by genetically engineered food? Which of your neigh

bours and acquaintances has been assaulted and maimed by the

treacherous and sinister asylum-seekers? Panics come and go, and

however frightful they are, you may safely presume that they will

share the fate of all the others.
Liquid life flows or plods from one challenge to another and from

one episode to another, and the familiar habit of challenges and epi

sodes is that they tend to be short-lived. You may assume as much of

the life expectation of the fears currently gripping expectations.

What is more, so many fears enter your life complete with the reme

dies of which you often hear before you have had time to be fright

ened by the ills which these remedies promise to remedy. The danger

of the millennium bug was not the only horrifying news brought to

you by the self-same companies which had already offered to make

your computer, at a proper price, immune. Catherine Bennett, for

instance, laid bare the plot behind the package deal in the case of a

‘starter hit’ for an expensive therapy which warns that ‘the wrong

foods are responsible for rapid, premature aging; a tired, drawn and

doughy complexion .. . wrinkled, leathery, dried-out looking facial

skin . . .‘ — only to reassure its prospective clients that ‘being wrinkle-

free for life is achievable if you follow the 28-day programme’ — at

the cost of a mere 119 pounds sterling.6
What the millennium bug affair demonstrated and what Bennett

discovered in the case of one miracle fear-defying cosmetic device

may be seen as a pattern for inHnite numbers of others. The con

sumer economy depends on the production of consumers, and the

consumers that need to be produced for fear-fighting products are

fearful and frightened consumers, hopeful that the dangers they

fear can be forced to retreat and that they can do it (with paid

help, for sure).

This life of ours has proved to be different from the kind of life

which the sages of the Enlightenment and their heirs and disciples
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envisaged and set out to design. In the new life which they adum
brated and resolved to create, it was hoped that the feat of taming
fears and bridling the menaces that caused them would be a one-
off affair. In the liquid modern setting, however, the struggle
against fears has turned out to be a lifelong task, while fear-
triggering dangers, even when none of them is suspected to be
intractab/c, have come to be believed to be permanent, undetach
able companions of human life. Our life is anything but fear-free,
and the liquid modern setting in which it is bound to he conducted
is anything but free of dangers and threats. A whole life is now a
long and probably unwinnable struggle against the potentially
incapacitating impact of fears, and against the genuine or putative
dangers that make us fearful. It is best seen as a continuous search
for, and perpetual testing of, stratagems and expedients allowing
us to stave off, even if temporarily, the imminence of dangers — or
better yet to shift the worry about them onto a side burner where
they might, hopefully, fizzle out or stay forgotten for the duration.
Our inventiveness knows no bounds. The stratagems are plentiful;
the more profuse they are the more ineffective and the more
inconclusive their effects. Though, with all the differences that set
them apart, they have one precept in common: cheat time and
beat it at its own game. Delay frustration, not gratification.

The future is foggy? One more sound reason not to let it haunt
you. Dangers unknowable? One more sound reason to put them
aside. So far, so good; it could be worse. Keep it like this. Don’t
start worrying about crossing that bridge before you come to it.
Perhaps you’ll never come near it, or the bridge will fall to pieces
or move elsewhere before you do. So — why worry now?! Better
to follow the age-old recipe: carpe diem. To put it simply: enjoy
now, pay later. Or, prompted by a newer version of that ancient
wisdom, updated courtesy of credit card companies: take the
waiting out of wanting.

We Jive on credit: no past generation was as heavily in debt as
we are — individually and collectively (the task of state budgets
used to be to balance the books; nowadays, ‘good budgets’ are
those that keep the excess of spending over income at the last year’s
level). Living on credit has its utilitarian pleasures: why delay the
gratification? Why wait, if you can relish future bliss here and
now? Admittedly, the future is beyond control. But the credit card,
magically, brings that vexingly elusive future straight into your lap.
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You may consume the future, so to speak, in advance — while there

s still something left to be consumed . . . This seems to be the

latent attraction of living-on-credit, whose manifest benefit, if you

believe the commercials, is purely utilitarian: giving pleasure. And

if the future is designed to be as nasty as you suspect it may be,

you can consume it now, still fresh and unspoiled, before the

disaster strikes and before that future has the chance to show you

just how nasty that disaster might be. (This is, to think of it, what

the cannibals of yore did, finding in eating their enemies up the
surest way of putting paid to the threats those enemies carried: a
consumed, digested and excreted enemy was no longer frightening.

Though, alas, all the enemies can’t be eaten. As more of them are
devoured, their ranks seem to swell instead of shrinking.)

Media are messages. Credit cards are also messages. If savings
books imply certainty of the future, an uncertain future cries out
for credit cards.

Savings books grow out of, and feed on, a future one can trust
— a future certain to arrive and, once it has arrived, to be not so
dissimilar from the present. A future expected to value what we
value — and so to respect past savings and reward their holders.
Savings books thrive as well on the hope/expectation/confidence
that — thanks to the continuity between now and ‘then’ — what is
being done right now, in the present, will pre-empt the ‘then’,
tying up the future before it arrives; what we do now will ‘make
the difference’, determine the shape of the future.

Credit cards and the debts which credit cards make easy would
frighten off the meek and disturb even the adventurous among us.
If they don’t, it is thanks to our suspicion of discontinuity: our
premonition that the future that will arrive (i( it arrives, and if I
will still be there to witness its arrival) will be different from the
present we know — though there is no knowing in what respect it
will differ and how far. Will it, years from now, honour the sac
rifices done presently in its name? Will it reward the efforts
invested in securing its benevolence? Or perhaps it will on the
contrary make today’s assets into tomorrow’s liabilities and
precious loads into vexing burdens? That we don’t know and
can’t know, and there is little point in striving to bind the
unknowable.

Some bridges which we tarry in starting to worry about, but
which will eventually need to be crossed, are not, however, far
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enough away for the worry about crossing them to be lightheartedly’ postponed . . Not all dangers seem remote enough tohe dismissed as no more than fanciful figments of a feverish imagination, or at any rate irrelevant to what has been placed next onour agenda. Fortunately, however, we also have a way to bypassthose hurdles that have come too close for comfort and can nolonger he neglected: we can think of them, and we do, as ‘risks’.We then admit that the next step to take is ‘risky’ (may proveto be unacceptably costly, bring closer old dangers or provoke newones), as all steps tend to be. There is a possibility that we won’tget what we want and get instead something quite different andutterly unpleasant, something which we would rather avoid (wecall such unpalatable and undesirable consequences ‘side-effects’,or ‘collateral damage’, since they are not intended and are locatedaway from the target of our action). We also admit that they cancome unanticipated’, and that notwithstanding all our calculations they may take us by surprise and catch us unprepared. Allthat having been thought of, pondered and said, we proceed nevertheless (for lack of a better choice) as if we could anticipatewhich undesirable consequences require our attention and vigilance and then monitor our steps accordingly. No wonder: it isonly about the consequences which we can predict that we canworry, and it is only those same consequences that we can struggleto escape. And so it is only the undesirable consequences of sucha ‘pre-visible’ kind that we file in the category of ‘risks’. Risks arethe dangers whose probability we can (or believe chat we can)calculate: risks are the calculable dangers. Once so dened. risksare the next best thing to (alas unattainable) certainty.Let’s note however that ‘calculability’ does not mean predictability; what is being calculated is only the probability that thingsgo wrong and disaster strikes. Calculations of probability saysomething reliable about the spread of effects of a large numberof similar actions, but are almost worthless as a means of prediction when they are (rather illegitimately) used as a guide for onespecific undertaking. Probability, even most earnestly calculated,offers no certainty that the dangers will or will not be avoided inthis particular case here and now or that case there and then. Butat least the very fact that we have done our computation of probabilities (and so, by implication, have avoided rash decisions andthe charge of recklessness) can give us the courage to decide
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whether the ganie is or is not worth the candle, and offer a
ineastire of reassurance, however unwarranted. Getting the prob
abilities right, we have clone something reasonable and perhaps
even helpful; nox we ‘have reason to consider the proliahility of

had luck too high to justify the risky measure, or too low to stop
us ta king on r chances.

More olteui than not, however, switching attention from dangers
to risks proves to he another subterfuge; an attenipt to evade the
problem rather than a passport for safe conduct. As Milan Kundera
pointttl out in his Li-s Test inzents trthis, the setting of our lives
is wrapped in log, not in total darkness, in which wi would see
nothing and he unable to move: ‘iii the fog one is free, hut this is
a freedom of someone in the Fog’, we can see a thirty or fifty yards
alit-ad. we can adnure the beautiful trees alongside the road we
walk, note tIle pissers liv and react to theirgaunhits. avoid bunipiuiu
into others and bypass the boulder or a hole iii front — bitt we can
hardly see the crossing Further ahead or the car still a few hundred
yards away hut conung at high speed in our direction. We may
say that true to such ‘livmg in fog’ our certainty targets and
focuses our precautionil efforts on the visihle. known and near
dangers. dangers that till! he anticipated and tiii have their
1irohabilitv computed — whereas by far the most awesome anti
fearsome dangers are precisely those that are inipossthlt’, or excrti
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Busy’ calculating the risks, we tend to sideline that greater worry
and so manage to keep such catastrophes as we are impotent to
prevent away- from sapping our self confidence. Focusing on things
we can do something about, we art’ left with no tune to occupy
otirsel’es with reflecting on things about wInch we can’t do any
tlung anyway. This helps tis to defend our sanity. I his keeps
nightmares, and insonnua, at a distance. This does not nece,,.irilv
na ke us mi )re sc-cure, though.

Nor does it make the dangers less realistic. Our guess/intuition!
stispicion/premonition/convictionlcertaintv that this is so may
take a na{l, hut it can’t he put to sleep knever. J inie and again.
and recently on a visibly- accelerating rate, dangers keep rcnunding
us jList how realistic they- remain in spite of all the precautionar}
measures we have taken. On iternimtteiit but quite regular occa
sions they are excavated from their shallow grave where they have
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been buried iust a few inches below the surface of our awareness,anti are brutally cast into the limelight of our attention; obligingly,successive catastrophes proffer such occasions — in profusion.Several years ago, and a few years before the events of 9/Il thetsunami, Hurricane Katrina and the terrifying leap in petrol pricesthat followed them (even if mercifully short-lived this time round)supplied such shocking occasions to wake up and sober up,jacquesAttali pondered the phenomenal financial triumph of the filmTitanic, which outstripped all previous box-office records ofapparently similar disaster movies. He offered then the followingexplanation, strikingly credible when it was written down, hut afew years later sounding not short of prophetic:

Titanic is us, our triumphalist, self-congratulating, blind, hvpocritical society, merciless unvards its poor — a society in whicheverything is predicted except the means of predicting . . . (W)e allguess that there is an iceberg waiting for us. hidden somewhere inthe niistv future, which we will hit and then go down to the soundsof music .
.

Sweet music as it were, soothing yet exhilarating. Live music,real-time music. Latest hits, top celebrity performers. Reverberating sounds that deafen, blinking stroboscopic lights that blind.Making the faint whispers of forehodings inaudible, and the enormity of majestically silent icebergs invisible.Yes, icebergs — not one iceberg, but many, probably too manyto count them all. Attali named several: financial, nuclear, ecological, social (unpacking the latter as the prospect of 3 billion ‘redundancies’ in the planet’s population). Were he writing now, in 2005,he would surely lengthen the list — reserving pride of place foreither the ‘terrorist iceberg’ or the ‘religious fundamentalismiceberg’. Or, and perhaps most probably, the ‘implosion of civilization’ iceberg
— one that could he recently watched, in the aftermath of Middle Eastern military adventures or Katrina’s visit toNew Orleans, in a sort of dress rehearsal, and in all its ugly, gruesonic monstrosity.

Implosion, not explosion, so different in shape from the one inwhich the fears of the ‘collapse of the civilized order’ — fears thathad accompanied our ancestors at least from the time that Hobbesproclaimed bdfluni onziirnnz contra onines, war of all aga nsr all,
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to be the ‘natural state’ of humanity — tended to be articulated
during the ‘solid’ phase of the modern era.

There were no revolutionaries in Louisiana and no street
battles or barricades on the streets of New Orleans; no one
rebelled against the order of things and most certainly no clan
destine networks have been discovered plotting assault on the
current assortment of laws and the currently binding scheme of
order. Calling what happened in and around New Orleans a
‘collapse of law and order’ cannot grasp the event, let alone its
message, fully. Law and order simply vanished — as if they had
never existed. Suddenly, learned habits and routines that guided
90 per cent or more of the pursuits of daily life Lost their sense
— a sense normally too self-evident to grant it a second thought.
Tacit assumptions lost their grip. Customary cause-and-effect
sequences fell apart. What we call ‘normal’ on working days or
‘civilization’ on festive occasions has proved to be, literally,
paper-thin. Flood waters soaked, pulped and washed away that
paper in no time.

At Rapides Parish Detention Centre 3 in Alexandria, which nor
mallyholdsconvicted felons,therearenow200newinmates . . . evac
uated from flooded jails in New Orleans.

They have no paperwork indicating whether they are charged
with having too much to drink or attempted murder. There is no
judge to hear the cases, no courthouse designated to hear them in
and no lawyer to represent them

It is an implosion of the legal network not seen since disasters
like the Chicago fire in 1871 (Jr the San Francisco earthquake of
1906, events in times so much simpler as to he useless in making
much sense of this one.9

‘No one has any idea who these people are or why they’re here’ —

this is how one of the lawyers delegated to the detention centre
summed up the situation. This short sharp statement conveyed
more than just the implosion of the formal ‘legal network’. And
it was not just the detainees, caught up in the middle of a legal
procedure, who lost their social denomination, and indeed the
identities by which they used to be recognized and which once
used to set in motion the chain of acts reflecting/determining their
place in the order of things. Many other survivors met the same
fate. And not just the survivors
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In the downtown business district here, on a dry stretch of Union
Street. . . a corpse . . - Hours passed, the dusk of curfew crept, thebody remained . . . Night came, then this morning, then noon, andanother sun heat down on a dead son of the Crescent City ... Whatis remarkable is that on a downtown street in a major American city,a corpse can decompose for days, like carrion, and that is acceptable. Welcome to New Orleans in the post-apocalypse... Scragglyresidents emerge from waterlogged wood to say strange things, andthen return into the rot. Cars drive the wrong way on the Interstateand no one cares. Fires burn, dogs scavenge, and old signs from lesbons temps have been replaced with hand-scrawled threats thatlooters will be shot dead.

The incomprehensible has become routineiU
While the law together with the lawyers vanished from viewand the corpses waited in vain for burial, the ‘enjoy now, pay later’strategy that made ‘civilization as we’ve come to know it’ sogratifying came home to roost. The outburst of compassion andthe frantic PR performances of the politicians mitigated the impactfor a time and offered a temporary relief to the people burdenedwith old debts but now deprived of the income which, they hadhoped, would have allowed them to repay them; but all thatproved to be but a short-lived respite. ‘Six to nine months fromnow,’ a New York Times reporter predicted, ‘FEMA [the federalhelp agency will be gone, the church groups will be gone andcreditors will once more be demanding their money’;1’ ‘someonewho had a great job just before Katrina may have a very differentincome today’, while ‘thousands and thousands of people nolonger have checkbooks, insurance papers, car titles (or cars),birth certificates, Social Security cards or wallets’ . . . As I writethese words, six months have not yet passed, but in the city whichused to be one of the jewels in the US crown ‘lights are twinklingin dozens of neighbourhoods, but darkness spreads across 40percent of the city’, ‘almost half of New Orleans lacks natural gasfor cooking or heating’, ‘toilets in roughly half the homes are stillnot connected to the city’s sewer system’ and about a quarter ofthe city is still without drinkable water.’2 And there is little hopeLeft that things will turn for the better.

Less than three months after Hurricane Katrina ravaged NewOrleans, reliel legislation remains dormant in Washington and
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despair is growing among officials here who fear that Congress
and the flush administration are losing interest in their plight. . the
sense of urgency that spurred action in September is swiftly drain
ing away.’

A few years before Katrina landed on the American shore,
Jean-Pierre Dupuy found a name for what was about to happen:
‘the irruption of the possible in the impossible’.’4 And he warned:
to prevent a catastrophe, one needs first to believe in its possibil
itt One needs to believe that the impossible is possible. That the
possible always lurks, restlessly, inside the protective carapace of
impossibility, waiting to irrupt. No danger is so sinister and no
catastrophe strikes so hard as those that are viewed as of negligi
ble probability; thinking of them as improbable or not thinking
of them at all is the excuse for doing nothing to stop them before
they reach the point at which the improbable turns into reality
and it is suddenly too late to mitigate its impact, let alone to stave
off its arrival. And yet this is precisely what we are doing (not
doing, rather) — daily, unthinkingly. ‘The present situation shows
us’, observes Dupuy, ‘that the announcement of a catastrophe does
not make any visible change, either in our manner of conduct, or
in our way of thinking. Even when they have been informed,
people don’t believe what they have learned.’” He quotes Corinne
Lepage: ‘The mind rejects Isuch an announcementi, telling itself
that this is just not possible.’’6 And concludes: the most awesome
obstacle to the prevention of a catastrophe is its incredibility

‘Apocalypse Now’ (that very expression is a challenge to our
idea of probability) has been staged again. Not in a cinema or in
the theatre of the imagination, but on the downtown streets of a
major American city. ‘Not in Baghdad, not in Rwanda, here’ — this
is how Dan Barry, reporting from a city where the impossible
revealed the possibility lying inside, hammers home the novelty
of the production)7 Apocalypse did not happen this time in the
far-away Vietnam rainforest, where the original staging of Apoca
lypse Now was located; and not on the dark shores of the darkest
of continents where Conrad placed the ‘heart of darkness’ to make
his message legible to his civilized readers — but here, in the heart
of the civilized world, in a city acclaimed for its beauty and joie
de vivre and still until a few days before a magnet for millions
of tourists circling the globe in search of high-art delights and
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high-class entertainment — those most lauded and most coveted
gifts of civilization’s creative forces.

Katrina let out civilization’s most closely guarded secret: that
— as Timothy Garton Ash, in an essay under the tell-all title ‘Italways lies below’ vividly put it — ‘the crust of civilization we tread
is always wafer thin. One tremor, and you’ve fallen through,scratching and gouging for your life like a wild dog.’

I can’t avoid the feeling that there vill be more of this, much moreol it, as we go deeper into the 21st century. There are just toomany big problems looming which could push humanity back ... iflarge parts of the world were tormented by unpredictable storms,flooding and temperature changes, then what happened in NewOrleans would seem like a tea party.
In a sense, these too would he man-made hurricanes j’thc consequences of the United States continuing to pump out carbondioxide as ii there were no tomorrow’. But there are also moredirect threats of humans towards other humans . . . Suppose there’sa dirty bomb or even a small nuclear weapon exploded by a terrorist group in a maior city. What then?

Rhetorical questions, to be sure. Ash’s message is that the threat
of ‘decivilization’ (a term Ash spotted in one of jack London’s
novels) is frightfully real: ‘remove the elementary staples of organized, civilized life — food, shelter, drinkable water, minimal personal security — and we go back within hours to a Hobbesian state
of nature, a war of all against all.’

One could quarrel with Ash whether there is such a ‘state ofnature’ to which one could go back, or whether the famed ‘warof all against all’ is rather a condition emerging at the other end
of the ‘civilizing process’, the moment the ‘wafer-thin crust’ isbroken by the shock of a natural or a human-made catastrophe.Whether there is indeed a ‘second line of trenches’, however waterlogged, slushy, malodorous and otherwise inhospitable to humans,on which humans groomed by and for ‘civilized life’ may fallback, once their ‘secondary-natural’ habitat implodes. Or whetherone of the integral aspects of the civilizing process is rather anexactly opposite intention: to prevent the ‘going back’ by makingits human objects ‘civilization addicted’ and so ‘civilization dependent’, while stripping them of all alternative skills that would

enable interhunian cohabitation in the event that the veneer of
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of the breakdown of the functioning urban social order.”9 Or asMartin Pawley, quoted by Graham, put it, ‘Fear of the dislocationof urban services on a massive scale’ is now ‘endemic in the population of all great cities’.2°
Endemic . . . Part of daily life. No need of a big catastrophe, asa small accident will do to set in motion a ‘massive dislocation’.Catastrophe may arrive unannounced — there will be no trumpetswarning that the unassailable walls ofjericho are about to crumble.There are more than enough reasons to be afraid — and so morethan enough reasons to immerse oneself in sounds of music sufficiently loud to stifle the sounds of cracking walls.

Fears emanating from the Titanic syndrome are fears of a breakdown or a catastrophe that may descend on us all, hitting blindlyand indiscriminately, randomly and with no rhyme and reason,and finding everyone unprepared and defenceless. There are,however, other fears no less, if not more, horrifying: fears of beingpicked out from the joyous crowd singly, or severally at the utmost.and condemned to suffer alone while all the others go on withtheir revelries. Fears of a personal catastrophe. Fears of becominga selected target, earmarked for personal doom. Fears of fallingout of a fast accelerating vehicle, or being thrown overboard,while the rest of the riders, with their seatbelts securely buckled,find the journey ever more entertaining. Fears of being left behind.Fears of exchtsio,z.
That such fears are not at all imaginary you can take on theleading authority of the media that stand — visibly, tangibly — for areality you can neither view nor touch without their help. ‘RealityTV’ shows, those liquid modern versions of the ancient ‘moralityplays’, vouch daily for the rugged reality of fears. As suggested by thename they have assumed, a name unopposed by their viewers andquestioned only by a few particularly priggish pedants, what theyshow is real; more importantly, however, it also suggests that ‘real’ iswhat they show. And what they show is that the inevitability of exclusion, and the fight against being excluded, are what that reality boilsdown to. The ‘reality shows’ need not hammer that message home:most of their viewers already know that truth; it is precisely its deep-seated familiarity that draws them to the screens in droves.As it happens, we tend to find something pleasingly comfortingin listening to the tunes we know by heart. And we tend to believe
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symbol of the nation’s industrial might’ has become ‘a shadow ofits former self, and the post-World War II promise of blue-collar
factory work being a secure path to the American dream has fadedwith it’. What help can skills and nerve be when ‘all these places
that used to be factories are now just parking lots’, while thecompany that owned them ‘is moving to rewrite or even tear upits labour contracts’, seeking ‘major cuts in the health care andpension benefits, and shifting ‘thousands of jobs overseas r

Occasions to be afraid are one of the few things of which our
times, badly missing certainty, security and safety, are not short.Fears are many and varied. People of different social, gender andage categories are haunted by their own; there are also fears that
we all share — in whatever part of the globe we happen to have
been born or have chosen (or been forced) to live.

The trouble, however, is that those fears do not easily add up.As they descend one by one in a steady, though random succession, they defy our efforts (if efforts we make) to link themtogether and trace them to their joint roots. They are all the morefrightening for being so difficult to comprehend; but even more
horrifying for the feeling of impotence they arouse. Having failed
to understand their origins and logic (if they do follow a logic),
we are also in the dark and at a loss when it comes to takingprecautions — not to mention preventing the dangers they signal
or fighting back against them. We simply lack the tools and theskills. The dangers we fear transcend our ability to act; as yet wehave not even advanced as far as to be able to conceive clearly
what the tools and the skills adequate to the task would be like —let alone being able to start designing and creating them. \Ve findourselves in a situation not so different from that of a confusedchild; to use Georg Christoph Lichtenberg’s allegory of three
centuries ago, if a child hits a table because it knocked itselfagainst it, ‘we have instead for different but similar knocks devised
the word Fate against which we utter accusations’.23

The feeling of impotence — that most frightening impact of fear
— resides however not in the perceived or guessed threats as such,but in the vast yet abominably poorly furnished space stretchingbetween the threats from which the fears emanate and ourresponses — those available and/or deemed realistic. Our fears ‘donot add up’ also in another sense: fears which haunt the many

1
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